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April 2019 Spotlight on Employee Assistance 

 
Adecco Partners announces partnership with EAPA 

Adecco Co., Ltd., a Japanese subsidiary of the Adecco Group, a global leader in human 
capital services, announced its partnership with EAPA to support the employment of 
international EAP consultants, as well as to improve the working environment and 
productivity of client companies. An international EAP consultant is a holder of the 
CEAP® (Certified Employee Assistance Professional) qualification, issued by the 
Employee Assistance Certification Commission (EACC) of EAPA. Approximately 70 
persons in Japan hold this designation. READ MORE here: 
http://www.eapassn.org/Portals/11/Docs/Newsbrief/ADECCO%202019.pdf  
 
wayForward Partnership to Expand EAP Services 

A recently announced partnership between wayForward and Carebridge Corp., means 
wayForward’s digital behavioral health platform will be able to offer Carebridge Corp’s 
EAP customers instant and ongoing support. wayForward’s self-guided CBT programs, 
easy access to on-demand counseling, and outcomes tracking will enhance Carebridge 
Corporation’s ability to deliver a high ROI EAP service. “Today’s announcement 
demonstrates our continued commitment to making behavioral health support 
accessible and, as importantly, effective in achieving positive health outcomes for all 
stakeholders: patients/employees, employers and providers,” said way Forward’s CEO 

Ritvik Singh. READ MORE here: www.wayforward.io.  
 
Johns Hopkins launches 24/7 expanded employee assistance program 

With a background in psychology, administration, and counseling, Ayzha Corbett is a 
proponent of seeing each employee in an organization as "a whole person."Corbett, 
previously an executive specialist in Human Resources, is bringing her philosophy and 
her compassion to a new role as EAP manager, overseeing an expanded employee 
assistance program that kicked off April 1. Through mySupport, university and health 
system faculty and staff can access both free resources and services for hire—from 
immediate care for critical situations to a helping hand with daily life responsibilities as 
common as pet sitting or financial planning. READ MORE here: https://hub.jhu.edu/at-
work/2019/04/02/employee-assistance-program/  
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UK: Political anxiety means we need EAPs more than ever 

Brexit tension is building a legacy of poor mental health. A London School of Economics 
study among 35,000 people last month – mostly ‘Remain’ voters – pointed to an 
escalation in mental health problems since the 2016 ballot. A YouGov poll also 
suggests the EU withdrawal situation has led to mental health concerns among a third 
of voters. In another study it’s suggested that the increase in uncertainty has lead to an 
increase in antidepressant prescribing. And it’s worse for EU nationals living and 
working in the UK, where there have been increased reports of panic attacks and 
suicidal feelings. And that was all before the current chaos: we’ve yet to see the actual 
fallout. READ MORE here: 
https://www.peoplemanagement.co.uk/voices/comment/political-anxiety-means-need-
eaps-more-than-ever 
 
 
571 companies earn perfect score on HRC’s 2019 Corporate Equality Index 

When it comes to LGBTQ inclusion, corporate America has largely gotten on board, 
according to the Human Rights Campaign. 571 of America’s leading companies earned 
a perfect score on HRC’s 2019 Corporate Equality Index, which rates companies on 
their commitment to LGBTQ inclusion, including their nondiscrimination policies, 
whether they offer spousal or domestic partner benefits to same-sex couples, whether 
their health care plan covers transition-related care for transgender people, their 
commitment to LGBTQ inclusion as part of a diverse supplier chain, and how they have 
publicly demonstrated support for the LGBTQ community. READ MORE here: 
https://www.metroweekly.com/2019/03/571-companies-earn-perfect-score-on-hrcs-
2019-corporate-equality-index/  
 
ComPsych Launches 15th Annual Health at Work Award Call for Entries 

ComPsych® Corporation announced today the call for entries for the 15th annual Health 
at Work AwardSM, honoring organizations who have demonstrated commitment to 
promoting health and wellness for their employees. ComPsych Corporation is the 
world’s largest provider of employee assistance programs and is the pioneer and 
worldwide leader of fully integrated EAP, behavioral health, wellness, work-life, HR, 
FMLA and absence management services under its GuidanceResources® brand. 
READ MORE here: https://finance.yahoo.com/news/compsych-launches-15th-annual-
health-212500987.html 
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EA Professional Spotlight 
 
Meet Margie Roop: A Dedicated EA Professional 
During her over 23 years as a clinical counselor working for Employee Assistance 
Programs (EAP), she estimates that she has helped over 2,000 people.  “In that setting, 
you must understand that people are vulnerable and they are coming to me for help.  
And that is huge; I mean, what a responsibility and what a privilege to be able to help 
them.  I cherish their stories, their life histories, and whatever problems are plaguing 
them at the present time.  Each and every one of them has a story, and I use my 
training and expertise to help them. I love my ability to guide them and help them work 
through their feelings surrounding whatever is bothering them.” READ MORE here: 
https://thriveglobal.com/stories/meet-margie-roop-a-dedicated-mental-health-
professional/ 
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